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Abstract 
In service-oriented systems, the execution of processes can be supported by composing a 
variety of different services. In this context, an important research question concerns 
the selection of the optimal services while taking multiple users and their individual 
goals into account. Existing multi user service selection approaches focus on restrictions 
like fixed capacity restrictions of services. However, due to inter-user relations there 
may also be user requests that refer to other users, like for example that some users may 
prefer to conduct certain services together. Such Inter-User-Requests (IUR) – have not 
been addressed in research yet. To address this issue, we propose a novel multi user 
service selection approach taking into account IUR. We evaluate our approach with 
respect to correctness and performance. In addition, we examine the practical 
applicability by means of a real-world example and show that considering IUR in multi 
user service selection can considerably enhance decision support. 
Keywords:  Decision support, service-oriented systems, service selection, multiple users 
Introduction 
In service-oriented systems, the execution of processes can be supported by composing a variety of 
different services. In this context, Quality-of-Service (QoS)-aware service selection is a widely known and 
discussed problem (cf. Alrifai et al. 2012; Ardagna and Mirandola 2010; Ardagna and Pernici 2007; 
Canfora et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2007; Zeng et al. 2004). In a situation with a set of functional equivalent 
services – referred to as a service class – for each action of a process, non-functional properties (NFP) of 
services – represented by QoS attributes (e.g., price, response time, availability) – become the main 
decision criteria to select a suitable service composition. To provide decision support, existing approaches 
usually map the NFP onto a single utility value, while taking the preferences of the user concerning the 
different NFP into account. On this basis, the optimal service composition is determined by maximizing 
the overall utility of the included services, while satisfying global end-to-end constraints for the QoS 
attributes (e.g., an upper limit concerning the end-to-end price). 
We argue that QoS-aware service selection can also be used in the context of service-oriented decision 
support systems (cf. Delen and Demirkan 2013; Demirkan and Delen 2013; Dong and Srinivasa 2013; 
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Vescoukis et al. 2012). Indeed, processes from various domains such as logistics (cf. Tao et al. 2010), crisis 
management (cf. Vescoukis et al. 2012), or tourism (cf. Gavalas et al. 2014) are beneficiaries of service-
oriented decision support systems, as the execution of each action can be supported by services which 
store, provide and subsequently analyze information relevant to the action. More precisely, the provided 
information can be understood as an information respectively service object (cf. Dannewitz et al. 2008; 
Hinkelmann et al. 2013) representing a real-life entity which is characterized by NFP (cf. O'Sullivan et al. 
2002). Focusing, for instance, on the tourism domain, the information services Yelp, TripAdvisor, and 
Google Places can be used to support the execution of the action “visiting museum” by providing feasible 
service objects (e.g., museum a, museum b, etc.) in combination with their respective NFP (e.g., entrance 
fees, durations, recommendation values, etc.). Hence, analyzing and selecting the provided information 
(e.g., service objects) using QoS-aware service selection approaches (cf. Alrifai et al. 2012; Ardagna and 
Mirandola 2010; Ardagna and Pernici 2007; Canfora et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2007) can offer a promising 
means to support decision making. 
In service-oriented decision support systems, the analyzed information can be provided cross-platform 
(e.g., laptop, desktop PC, mobile devices, etc.), which makes it possible to support processes with multiple 
participating users. Especially in the light of the emerging technology of mobile devices (e.g., smartphones 
and tablets) (cf. Google 2013; Picoto et al. 2014), adequate decision support for multi user processes 
becomes more and more important. Examples can be found in the coordination of field workers in engine 
repairing, relief field workers in disaster management (cf. Fajardo and Oppus 2009; Kartiwi and 
Gunawan 2013), fleets in forwarding companies, the actions of fire workers in emergency situations (cf. 
Monares et al. 2011), field health workers (cf. DeRenzi et al. 2011) or in the field of tourism (cf. Nagata et 
al. 2006). In the latter, a comprehensible use case for the support of multi user processes is a city day trip 
(cf. Figure 1). Here, it is likely that the participating users conduct some actions (e.g., Dinner, Sight, 
Museum, etc.) together (e.g., user 1 visits the ‘Hofbraeuhaus’ for dinner together with user 2) whereas 
other actions are rather conducted alone (e.g., visiting different museums due to personal predilections). 
A similar example can be found in the field of emergency situations/disaster management. Here, 
situations can exist where the conduction of certain actions (e.g., free persons trapped in cars/buildings) 
of the process is more beneficial but not mandatory, when certain users (e.g., firefighters with common 
professional experiences) conduct these actions together.  
To adequately support multi user processes, a service selection approach must be capable of taking 
multiple users and their preferences and requirements (in terms of global end-to-end constraints) 
regarding the NFP into account. Literature already provides first approaches (cf. Jin et al. 2012a; Kang et 
al. 2011; Wang et al. 2010) which aim to maximize the accumulated utility over all participating users 
while considering restrictions like fixed capacity restrictions of services, meaning that two or more users 
must not select the same service. Such restrictions are not defined by the users themselves but usually by 
the service providers. Thus we call them non-user-defined restrictions in the following. However, taking 
solely non-user-defined restrictions into account disregards aspects of possible relations between users. 
Indeed, in the examples provided above (e.g., coordination of workers, city day trip) it is very likely that, 
due to interpersonal relations of any kind (cf. Heider 1958; Schutte et al. 2001), some individuals may 
prefer to conduct certain actions together whereas others might rather not encounter each other. These 
expressions can be understood as user requests, as according to Forgas (1999) requests are commonly 
used in social interaction, for instance to manage relationships (Fletcher and Fitness 1995; Holmes and 
Rempel 1989), to negotiate and bargain (Pruitt and Carnevale 1993), or to obtain help from others 
(Dovidio 1984; Salovey et al. 1991). This term is also used by Martial (1992) to represent a corresponding 
type of causal relation between actions of agents in multi agent systems. As such a request affects other 
users’ decisions in a sense that there exist dependencies, we will henceforth use the term Inter-User-
Request (IUR). 
In this paper, we aim at a service selection approach providing decision support for multi user processes. 
To the best of our knowledge, not a single service selection approach exists which considers user-defined 
requests in terms of IUR yet. Therefore, we develop a novel approach considering multiple users and – in 
particular – IUR. The contribution of our paper is threefold: 
 We define and model IUR. We distinguish thereby four fundamental forms of requests – mutual vs. 
simultaneous and complementary vs. conflicting cases. 
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 The simultaneous case requires a concept to consider temporal relations, especially waiting times, 
to coordinate users’ actions. Hence, we provide a modeling concept to address this issue. 
 Finally, we present an optimization model for multi user service selection. Besides the preferences 
and global end-to-end constraints regarding the NFP of the participating users, the concepts of  
and  are taken into account accordingly. 
Addressing  to , we find that decision support in a multi user context can be enhanced considerably. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we discuss the related literature 
and our contribution concerning the identified research gap. In addition, we introduce our model setup as 
well as a real-world example. The latter is used to illustrate the problem of service selection considering 
NFP and serves as a basis for the evaluation of our approach later on. In the third section, our multi user 
service selection approach, which addresses the aspects  to , is presented. In the fourth section, we 
provide an evaluation of our approach in respect of correctness, practical applicability, and performance. 
Finally, we conclude our paper with a short discussion on limitations and an outlook on further research. 
Background 
The following subsection provides an overview of the literature related to our research and a discussion of 
our contribution in terms of the identified research gap, ensued by the presentation of our model setup 
and a real-world example to illustrate our approach. 
Related Literature 
Our research is related to the literature on (1) QoS-aware service selection and contributes in particular to 
the literature on (2) multi user service selection. 
In the literature, (1) QoS-aware service selection has been widely discussed for a single user context (cf. 
e.g. Han et al. 2011). A common way is to conceptualize the respective problem as an optimization 
problem, where the optimal service composition is obtained by solving an optimization model under 
consideration of the user’s preferences and global end-to-end constraints regarding different NFP (e.g., 
Alrifai and Risse 2009; Alrifai et al. 2012; Ardagna and Pernici 2007; Canfora et al. 2005; García et al. 
2008; Lin et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2007; Zeng et al. 2004). Alrifai and Risse (2009) and Yu et al. (2007), for 
instance, regard the service selection problem as multi-choice, multidimensional knapsack problem 
(MMKP), whereas García et al. (2008) and Lin et al. (2005) utilize a constraint satisfaction model to solve 
the underlying optimization problem. Approaches on QoS-aware service selection generally consider only 
a single user. Indeed, while they still could be applied on problem definitions with multiple users (by 
conducting the service selection separately for each user), any dependencies among the single users’ 
decisions and thus the service compositions of the users would have to be neglected. 
The approaches in the literature on (2) multi user service selection particularly aim at a consideration of 
such dependencies. In general, dependencies among the decisions and service compositions of the users 
can originate from two possible sources: First, user-defined requests referring to other users – which we 
defined as IUR and what will be the focus of this paper. The main characteristic of user-defined requests 
is that they are not necessarily hard restrictions in the sense that they must be satisfied in a feasible 
solution of the corresponding service selection problem. They rather reflect that a user associates a 
particular (positive or negative) value with the realization of the IUR. In consequence, IUR can influence 
the optimal service composition. Second, non-user-defined restrictions which have been addressed by 
several approaches that either focus on situations, where the mutual use of a certain service is mandatory, 
or capacity restrictions during service selection. In the following, we discuss the approaches in greater 
detail that address only non-user-defined restrictions in multi user service selection, as to the best of our 
knowledge, no approaches exist that aim at a consideration of user-defined requests. 
Wang et al. (2010), Wanchun et al. (2011) and Benouaret et al. (2012) aim at selecting an optimal service 
for several users and a single service class, where the mutual use of a service by different users is 
mandatory. Wang et al. (2010) consider a situation, where the management of a company prescribes that 
two departments have to use a single storage service, which results in potential conflicts regarding the 
NFP of a service. To resolve such dependencies, they use a concept called CP-nets, whereas Wanchun et 
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al. (2011) refer to an AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) approach. Benouaret et al. (2012) determine a 
pareto-optimal front of services by means of a calculated Jaccard-coefficient. 
Jin et al. (2012b), Kang et al. (2011), Liang et al. (2013) and Wang et al. (2014) aim at selecting the 
optimal services for several users and a single service class, while taking capacity restrictions concerning 
the services into account. Kang et al. (2011) consider situations, where service provider define an upper 
restriction regarding the concurrent service invocation. If more users than processible are requesting the 
same service (as this service is optimal for them), some users have to evade to another functional 
equivalent, but not optimal service. Similar approaches can be found in (Jin et al. 2012b), (Liang et al. 
2013) and (Wang et al. 2014), as their work is based upon Kang et al. (2011). He et al. (2012), Jin et al. 
(2012a) and Shen et al. (2012) focus on the same objective (i.e., capacity restrictions), but with the aim to 
consider several service classes and thus a service composition or process, respectively. Shen et al. (2012), 
for instance, suggest an approach, where the service selection is performed separately for each user. In 
case any conflicts prior or during the execution of the process arise, a particular error handling 
mechanism is invoked, where the affected users conduct an auction-based negotiation, followed by a re-
selection mechanism. Thus, occurring dependencies among the users due to capacity restrictions are 
handled apart from the actual service selection. In the approaches of Jin et al. (2012a) and He et al. 
(2012), the common single user optimization model as proposed, for instance, in (Yu et al. 2007) is 
extended by the dimension “user”. By this, the authors maximize the utility over all users while taking 
capacity restrictions – as described above – into account. Moreover, He et al. (2012) deal with the case 
that every service can only be selected for one user, i.e., the capacity is set to 1. 
Research Gap and Contribution to Research 
Besides considering user preferences regarding certain NFP, similar to single user approaches (cf. (1)), 
existing multi user service selection approaches (cf. (2)) account for the fact that dependencies exist when 
multiple users are considered. However, these approaches do not aim to model user-defined requests 
referring to other users by means of IUR. Rather, only non-user-defined restrictions are taken into 
account, which are implemented straightforwardly as constraints. Hence, we aim for modeling and 
organizing user-defined requests by means of IUR (cf. ). 
Moreover, several approaches address capacity restrictions while determining the optimal service 
composition for a process and multiple users. Here, users usually are forced to select a minor good service 
(conflicting case), instead of, for instance, wait until the optimal service is available again, which could 
potentially be more beneficial for the user. In the opposite, complementary case, a user could also wait for 
another user in order to be able to conduct a service together. To address both cases, a concept to 
coordinate user decisions regarding temporal relations is required. This is not in the focus of existing 
multi user service selection approaches so far. Hence, we aim for modeling a concept to consider temporal 
relations among users by means of simultaneous IUR (cf. ). 
To conclude, dependencies in multi user service selection have not been sufficiently addressed so far. To 
address this research gap, we contribute to the current body of knowledge in multi user service selection 
by providing a novel optimization model (cf. ), where user-defined requests (cf. ) and a concept to 
coordinate users regarding temporal relations (cf. ) are considered in a well-founded way. By this, we 
aim for an enhanced decision support for multiple users conducting the same process. 
Model Setup 
In the following, we introduce our model setup in line with existing works, which means those definitions 
and modeling elements that can serve as a common knowledge base. Later on, when proposing our 
approach, this allows us to comprehensibly explicate and differentiate between existing knowledge and 
our contribution  to . 
We consider a sequential process that consists of a number of actions ݅ (with ݅ ൌ 1 to I) that contribute to 
achieve an intended goal. Each action ݅ is represented by a service class ௜ܵ that includes all functional 
equivalent services – which we refer to as service objects – ݏ௜௝ (with ݆ ൌ 1 to ܬ௜) that are able to implement 
the corresponding action. Moreover, we focus on a number of attributes ݊ (with ݊ ൌ 1 to ܰ) describing the 
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NFP of a service object ݏ௜௝ ∈ ௜ܵ. Thus, we introduce ݍ௜௝ ൌ ൣݍ௜௝ଵ , … , ݍ௜௝ே൧்as the NFP vector for service object 
ݏ௜௝ including the values for each single attribute ݊. 
For the selection of service objects where several NFP values have to be considered, we use in line with the 
existing literature (cf. Alrifai et al. 2012; Ardagna and Mirandola 2010; Ardagna and Pernici 2007; Cui et 
al. 2011; Heinrich et al. 2015a; Sun and Zhao 2012; Surianarayanan et al. 2014) a utility function ܷ. The 
purpose of this function is to map the different NFP values of a service object onto a single utility value. 
We divide the set of attributes thereby into two subsets. The first subset contains all attributes where the 
corresponding NFP value needs to be minimized (e.g., price of a service object). These attributes will be 
denoted as ݊ି in the following. The second subset contains all attributes, where the corresponding value 
needs to be maximized (e.g., recommendation value of a service object). Those attributes will be denoted 
as ݊ା in the following. To determine the utility value of a service object, without loss of any generality, we 
apply simple additive weighting (SAW). In a first step, the values of the NFP of the service objects are 
normalized in the interval [0; 1] to ensure comparability between different scaled NFP values. Similar to 
Alrifai et al. (2012), this is achieved by using the (possible) maximum and minimum NFP values over all 
service classes ௜ܵ. For the attributes ݊ the aggregated values are defined as follows: 
 ܲ݉݅݊ሺ݊ሻ ൌ 	∑ ൫ܲ݉݅݊ሺ݅, ݊ሻ൯ூ௜ୀଵ ; 	ܲ݉݅݊ሺ݅, ݊ሻ ൌ min௦೔ೕ∈ௌ೔ ݍ௜௝௡  (1) 
 ܲ݉ܽݔሺ݊ሻ ൌ 	∑ ൫ܲ݉ܽݔሺ݅, ݊ሻ൯ூ௜ୀଵ ; 	ܲ݉ܽݔሺ݅, ݊ሻ ൌ max௦೔ೕ∈ௌ೔ ݍ௜௝௡  (2) 
In a second step, the normalized NFP values of the attributes are weighted with the preferences of the 
user. Hence, the utility ௜ܷ௝ of a service object ݏ௜௝	is defined as follows: 
 ௜ܷ௝ ൌ ∑ ൬ ௉௠௔௫ሺ௜,௡
షሻି௤೔ೕ೙
ష
௉௠௔௫ሺ௡షሻି௉௠௜௡ሺ௡షሻ൰ே
ష
௡షୀଵ ∗ ݓ௡ష ൅ ∑ ቆ ௤೔ೕ
೙శି௉௠௜௡൫௜,௡శ൯
௉௠௔௫ሺ௡శሻି௉௠௜௡ሺ௡శሻቇ ∗ ݓ௡
శேశ
௡శୀଵ  (3) 
Here, ݍ௜௝௡షand ݍ௜௝௡శ are the NFP values for each single attribute ݊ of the NFP vector of service object ݏ௜௝. The 
user can set up preferences (i.e., ݓ௡ష, ݓ௡శ) for each attribute ݊, where 0 ൏ ݓ௡ష, ݓ௡శ ൏ 1 and ∑ ݓ௡షேష௡షୀଵ ൅
∑ ݓ௡శேశ௡శୀଵ ൌ 1 hold. Based on this, the utility of a service composition can be computed by aggregating the 
utility of the selected services. In order to consider user requirements regarding the aggregated NFP 
values of a service composition, we introduce a global end-to-end constraints vector ܳ௖ ൌ ሾܳ௖ଵ,… , ܳ௖ேሿ் 
including the values for each attribute ݊. These constraints can be defined either as lower (for attributes 
݊ା) or upper bounds (for attributes ݊ି). 
Based on the notation presented above, the service selection problem is represented as a 0-1 multi-choice 
multidimensional knapsack problem (MMKP) (cf. Alrifai et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2007; Zeng et al. 2004) and 
thus the optimization model is defined as follows1: 
max௫೔ೕ ෍ ෍ ௜ܷ௝ ∗ ݔ௜௝௦೔ೕ∈ௌ೔
ூ
௜ୀଵ
							 
ݏ. ݐ.෍ ෍ ݍ௜௝௡ ∗ ݔ௜௝
௦೔ೕ∈ௌ೔
൑ ܳ௖௡
ூ
௜ୀଵ
	∀݊ ൌ 1	ݐ݋	ܰ 
෍ ݔ௜௝
௦೔ೕ∈ௌ೔
ൌ 1	∀݅ ൌ 1	ݐ݋	ܫ; ݔ௜௝ ∈ ሼ0,1ሽ																																																(4) 
Considering the service classes ௜ܵ included in the process as well as the respective service objects ݏ௜௝ ∈ ௜ܵ, 
the optimization model determines for a single user the decision variables ݔ௜௝ (ݔ௜௝ ൌ 1 indicates that 
service object ݏ௜௝ is selected, ݔ௜௝ ൌ 0 that it is not) to maximize the accumulated utility of the selected 
                                                             
1 Please notice that for attributes ݊ା, the corresponding constraint has to be multiplied by -1 so that it holds that the 
aggregated NFP value needs to be less than the given constraint. 
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service objects. For each service class ௜ܵ exactly one service object has to be selected. At the same time the 
aggregated NFP values of the service composition need to satisfy the global end-to-end constraints 
ܳ௖ ൌ ሾܳ௖ଵ,… , ܳ௖ேሿ் for every attribute n.2 
Real-world Example 
In this section, we introduce our real-world example which is used to illustrate how a service selection 
regarding NFP can be addressed. Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.), we focus on the tourism domain, as 
this domain in particular has shown to support the willingness to use (cf. Gerpott and Berg 2011) and the 
value of decision support (cf. Vos et al. 2008), for instance, by means of mobile apps. Moreover, this 
domain has its practical relevance. ProgrammableWeb, for instance, offers more than 1,000 
(information) services that can potentially be used for the provision of information by means of service 
objects. We used the information services Google Places3 and TripAdvisor4 to determine the set of 
available service objects as well as their duration (D), costs (C), and recommendation value (R) (ratings 
by former users that are denoted in numbers from 1 to 5) as NFP5. The considered process with its 
corresponding actions or service classes, respectively, can be constructed in an automated way (cf. e.g. 
Heinrich et al 2015b; Heinrich and Schön 2015; Henneberger et al. 2008) and is illustrated in Figure 1. 
The goal of the process is to support users in conducting a city day trip (in our case Munich, Germany) 
and comprises typical actions such as “CityTour”, “Lunch”, and “Museum”. Figure 1 illustrates, that users 
can choose between different actions they may want to accomplish (cf. ܵଷ vs. ܵସ vs. ܵହ; ܵ଻ vs. ଼ܵ vs. … vs. 
ଵܵଵ;	 ଵܵଷ vs. ଵܵସ vs. ଵܵହ; for pick construct cf. Wan et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2007). For instance, a user can 
either visit a museum or a zoo/aquarium or choose to do wellness (cf. ܵଷ vs. ܵସ vs. ܵହ). To deal with the 
pick construct within existing optimization models (cf. Term 4), the functional equivalent service classes 
of the pick construct (e.g., ܵଷ vs. ܵସ vs. ܵହ) are merged into a single service class. This can be done, as 
merging of functional equivalent service classes does not affect the selection process or the optimal service 
composition for each user, respectively. 
Figure 1. Real-world Process 
In our real-world example, we further consider five different users, where each user has its individual 
preferences as well as global end-to-end constraints regarding the different NFP. For each user, the 
service selection is – in line with existing works – conducted separately, which means no dependencies 
between users of any kind are taken into account. Here, w.l.o.g. we used integer programming (cf. Zeng et 
al. 2004) as an analytical approach to solve the corresponding optimization model. Table 1 contains the 
                                                             
2 Obviously, the model in (4) can straightforwardly be extended by non-user-defined restrictions as discussed in 
‘Related Literature’ (cf. e.g., Jin et al. 2012a; Wang et al. 2010). As such restrictions have already been addressed by 
existing works and are not part of our contribution  to , we do not consider this further. 
3 http://www.programmableweb.com/api/google-places, accessed September 2015 
4 http://www.programmableweb.com/api/tripadvisor, accessed September 2015 
5 The entire data can be made available on request. 
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results for each user. Please notice, that so far the results solely depend on the individual preferences 
regarding the NFP and the global end-to-end constraints of the users (cf. Term 4).  
Table 1. Optimal Service Composition per User 
User Optimal service composition Costs (€) Duration (min) 
Recommendation 
Value Utility 
1 ݏଵ	ସ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵ, ݏ଺	ଽ, ݏ଻	ସ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ଵ଻ 44.00 600 33.23 0.8433 
2 ݏଵ	ସ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵଷ, ݏ଺ ଶ, ݏ଻	ହ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଺, ݏଵସ	ସ 34.00 600 32.59 0.9086 
3 ݏଵ	ହ, ݏଶ	଻, ݏଷ	ଶ, ݏ଺	଻, ݏ଻	଺, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ଵ଻ 46.50 540 33.73 0.6571 
4 ݏଵ	ଶ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵ, ݏ଺ ଶ, ݏ଻	ସ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ଷ 28.50 600 30.15 0.8967 
5 ݏଵ	ସ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵଷ, ݏ଺ ଼, ݏ଻	ହ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ସଽ 40.00 600 33.09 0.4677 
Focusing, for instance, on user 3, the optimal service composition is determined to ݏଵ	ହ, ݏଶ	଻, ݏଷ	ଶ, ݏ଺	଻, ݏ଻	଺, 
ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ଵ଻ with end-to-end costs of €46.50, an end-to-end duration of 540 min and an end-to-end 
recommendation value of 33.73 (points). The results depicted in Table 1 serve as a reference base later on. 
However, besides preferences and global end-to-end constraints regarding the NFP, in the context of 
multi user processes users might have requests referring to other users. An example for this could be that 
user 3 requests to go into the Bavarian restaurant ‘Hofbraeuhaus’ for dinner together with user 2 – 
which could be understood as a complementary, simultaneous IUR. Such IUR – and particularly such 
time-dependent IUR – are addressed by the approach presented in the following. 
A novel multi user service selection approach 
In the following, we present our multi user service selection approach, where user-defined requests 
referring to other users by means of IUR are considered. We therefore first show how different types of 
IUR (mutual and simultaneous, complementary and conflicting) can be modeled and organized (cf. ). 
Based on this, we present our concept to coordinate users by means of temporal relations including 
waiting times and thus enabling simultaneous IUR (cf. ). Taking the Model Setup as a foundation, we 
finally present our optimization model (cf. ) that addresses both  and . 
Modeling Inter-User-Requests (IUR) 
Modeling IUR is one of the core challenges of our paper. An IUR encompasses a set of users and actions, 
where an action can refer to a whole service class or to a specific service object. Further, an IUR can 
comprise – if required – different actions/service classes for each participating user. When specifying an 
IUR, a user has to associate a particular value with the realization of that IUR. Moreover, a set of users 
can probably define the same or (very) similar IUR which can be interpreted as “group requests”. IUR 
extend significantly non-user-defined restrictions (cf. section ‘Related Work’). Indeed, they shall 
represent preferences comparing different alternatives (e.g., perform an action together with other users 
or not) instead of hard restrictions. 
To conceptualize IUR, we consider two dimensions: Regarding the first dimension, there can be actions 
(implemented by service classes and service objects) which a user requests to do together with one or 
more other users. In contrast, there might be actions the user does not want to conduct with particular 
other users. Thus, in accordance with literature in coordination research, we differentiate between 
complementary and conflicting situations (cf. Martial 1992). Regarding the second dimension, the 
complementary or conflicting usage of actions can refer to simultaneous usage (e.g., two users want to 
conduct an action together at the same time) or be time-independent (mutual case). Overall, we therefore 
distinguish four fundamental categories, which are presented in Table 2: 
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Table 2. Categories of IUR  
 Complementary Conflicting 
Mutual  
(time-independent) 
{1} Complementary mutual usage: 
 A user requests to perform an action 
together with one or more other users. 
 A positive value is associated with this 
IUR. 
{2} Conflicting mutual usage: 
 A user requests not to perform an action 
together with one or more other users. 
 A negative value is associated with this 
IUR. 
Simultaneous  
(time-dependent) 
{3} Complementary simultaneous usage: 
 A user requests to perform and thus to 
start an action together with one or 
more other users at the same time. 
 Potential occurrence of waiting times 
for users. 
 A positive value is associated with this 
IUR. 
{4} Conflicting simultaneous usage: 
 A user requests not to perform an action 
together with one or more other users at 
any given moment of time. 
 Potential occurrence of waiting times 
for users. 
 A negative value is associated with this 
IUR. 
According to the traditional service selection problem (cf. section ‘Model Setup’) users are able to define 
their preferences and global end-to-end constraints regarding the NFP. Now, we extend these possibilities 
by allowing a user ܽ (with ܽ ൌ 1 to ܣ) to specify ܭ௔ different IUR (with ݇ ൌ 1 to ܭ௔). In order to address 
this, the user has to define the participating users, for every participating user a particular action and 
whether the IUR is restricted to mutual usage (cases {1} and {2}) or simultaneous usage (cases {3} and 
{4}). S/he then specifies a certain request value ܸ for the realization of that IUR, which represents how 
important an IUR is compared to other IUR. Thus, it is similar to other NFP like costs or duration, which 
allow us to compare and valuate different service objects against each other based on their NFP and 
request values, respectively. Besides comparing different IUR against each other, IUR have to be set in 
relation to the other NFP. Therefore, a user ܽ also specifies a preference ݓ௔ூ௎ோ for IUR in general (cf. also 
the preferences for the other NFP (e.g., ݓ௔ି , ݓ௔ା)). To receive a normalized and weighted utility for IUR, 
the same utility function (cf. Term 3) as for the utility calculation of service objects is applied to the 
request value ܸ. For a mutual case the utility is represented by ෡ܷ and for a simultaneous case by നܷ. This 
leads to the following formal definition of IUR: 
 IUR୩ ൌ ൫aᇱ, U෡୩, Uന୩, A୩, X୩൯ (5) 
A 5-tuple ܫܷܴ௞ consists of the user ܽᇱ, who specified the IUR, the possible positive or negative utility for 
the mutual usage case ෡ܷ௞, the possible positive or negative utility for the simultaneous usage case നܷ௞, the 
set of users ܣ௞ which are participating in that IUR, and the set ܺ௞ including the decision variables ݔ௔௜௝ for 
the service objects ݏ௜௝ of user ܽ affected by the IUR. Here, the binary decision variables ݔ௔௜௝ are defined as 
follows: ݔ௔௜௝ is 1, if the service object ݏ௜௝ is selected for user ܽ, and 0, if not. The latter implies that every 
participating user in a particular IUR is assigned only a single service object. If an IUR is specified for a 
whole service class consisting of several service objects, multiple 5-tuples ܫܷܴ௞ are defined to realize that 
IUR. If ܫܷܴ௞ represents one of the cases {1} or {2}, ෡ܷ௞ is different from null and നܷ௞ is null. If ܫܷܴ௞ 
represents one of the cases {3} or {4}, it is the other way round. 
The IUR cases {3} and {4} induce temporal dependencies among the service compositions of the 
participating users. Thus, waiting times may occur. The next section shows how such waiting times can be 
modeled to coordinate the participating users. 
Enabling Temporal Coordination to Represent Simultaneous Cases of IUR 
To address the temporal coordination of multiple users, we have to consider the selected service objects of 
the IUR’s participating users in terms of their duration as well as potentially occurring waiting times. 
Such a coordination, for instance, should let users wait if the overall additional utility achieved by a 
simultaneous usage outweighs the loss of utility by waiting. With the IUR, the additional utility for 
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simultaneous usage has already been defined, however, so far a concept to model and consider waiting 
times and especially the resulting loss of utility is still missing. 
According to our model setup, we focus on a process that consists of different actions/service classes. As a 
result, users have the possibility to wait right between two succeeding actions in order to start the 
particular action with other users (cf. {3}), or to prevent that a particular action is conducted together 
with other users (cf. {4}). To straightforwardly model waiting times without increasing the complexity of 
the general character of the optimization model, we propose to conceptualize waiting times as special 
service classes consisting of several service objects that represent different waiting times (denoted as 
ordinary NFP). 
More precisely, we introduce waiting time ܹܶ (with ܹܶ ∈ ܰି) as a NFP of a service object. Further, we 
extend our model setup by so called waiting service classes, which we denote as ௜ܵ∗ in the following. These 
service classes are characterized by the fact that for each ݏ௜௝ ∈ ௜ܵ∗ the NFP are only used to represent WT. 
To consider ௜ܵ∗ within a process, they are placed right before a service class representing an action which 
can potentially be delayed by a user deciding to prefer waiting. This fact is illustrated in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Considering Waiting Service Classes 
For instance, let us focus on a situation in which two users want to simultaneously conduct the service 
object ݏସଵ together, which implies that they both want to start this action at the same time. Potential 
waiting times depend on the duration ݍ௜௝஽  of the service objects ݏ௜௝ the users have already conducted so far 
(e.g., service objects selected for ܵଶ). As a result, there exist three possible scenarios:  
(1) Waiting is not necessary (e.g., if the duration of the selected service compositions till ݏସଵ is the 
same for both users), or  
(2) it is proposed to wait for one of the two users (e.g., if the duration of the selected service 
compositions till ݏସଵ for both users is a different one), or 
(3) waiting is dispensable (e.g., the IUR will not be realized). 
To decide which case is the most beneficial, an optimization model should evaluate if the additional utility 
നܷ௞ achieved by simultaneous usage outweighs the utility loss caused by waiting. Please notice, that this 
can also affect the selection of preceding and succeeding service objects of ݏସଵ. To be able to support this 
decision within an optimization model, the question arises how to determine the value of ݍ௜௝ௐ் for different 
service objects of waiting service classes. To resolve this issue, we model attributes representing “time” – 
waiting time and duration – as discrete variables, such that ݍ௜௝ௐ், ݍ௜௝஽ ∈ ሼ݇ ∗ ܿ|݇ ∈ Գ଴ሽ,with	ܿ ∈ Թ. With the 
aim of determining the optimal service composition at planning time (in line with traditional QoS-aware 
service selection approaches), we argue that the use of discrete variables seems appropriate, as the 
parameter ܿ can be adjusted to every purpose or need. In that way, waiting times can be determined and 
straightforwardly considered within our optimization model (cf. next section). 
Optimization Model for Multi User Service Selection 
Similar to the service selection for the single user case, the multi user service selection problem can be 
formulated as knapsack problem and in our case more precisely as a non-linear 0-1 knapsack problem. 
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As already noted, we realize the consideration of multiple users by user-dependent decision variables ݔ௔௜௝ 
for the individual service objects. Each decision variable ݔ௔௜௝ is associated with a utility ܷ௔௜௝ taking the 
user’s preferences ݓ௔௡ regarding the attribute ݊ (with ݊ ൌ 1 to ܰ) into account. By this, the utility values 
for the same service object can be completely different for two users. Additionally, as described in the 
previous section IUR and thus temporal relations including potential wait times have to be considered. 
For this purpose, each decision variable ݔ௔௜௝ is associated with a utility ෡ܷ௞ or നܷ௞ taking the user’s 
preferences ݓ௔ூ௎ோ regarding the IUR k (with ݇ ൌ 1 to ܭ) into account. By this, the utility values even for the 
same IUR (e.g., two users request to use the same service object with the other user at the same time) can 
be completely different for two users. To sum it up: modelling the user’s preference regarding the NFP 
and IUR as described above allows for a high flexibility. This concerns the determination of different or 
same utility scores – whatever is needed or specified by the users – when different users and the same 
service objects are considered. 
Therefore, our optimization model for a multi user service selection is defined as follows: 
max௫೔ೕ,௦ೖ 	෍෍ ෍ ܷ௔௜௝ݔ௔௜௝௦೔ೕ	∈	ௌ೔
ூ
௜ୀଵ௔∈஺
൅	 ෍ ෡ܷ௞ ෑ ݔ௔௜௝
௫ೌ೔ೕ∈௑ೖሼ௞∈௄|௎෡ೖஷ଴ሽ
൅ ෍ നܷ௞ݏ௞
൛௞∈௄|௎നೖஷ଴ൟ
ෑ 	ݔ௔௜௝
௫ೌ೔ೕ∈௑ೖ
																																																(6) 
ݏ. ݐ.		෍ ෍ ݍ௜௝௡ 	ݔ௔௜௝ 	൑ 	ܳ௔௡
௦೔ೕ	∈	ௌ೔
ூ
௜ୀଵ
				∀	݊ ൌ 1	ݐ݋	ܰ	;	∀ܽ ൌ 1	ݐ݋	ܣ																																																																																															(7) 
൦ max௔∈஺ೖ|௫ೌ೔ᇲೕᇲ∈௑ೖ
ቌ෍ ෍ ෍ ݍ௜௝௡ 	ݔ௔௜௝	
௡∈ሼ஽,ௐ்ሽ௦೔ೕ	∈	ௌ೔
௜ᇲିଵ
௜ୀଵ
ቍ െ min௔∈஺ೖ|௫ೌ೔ᇲೕᇲ∈௑ೖ
ቌ෍ ෍ ෍ ݍ௜௝௡ 	ݔ௔௜௝	
௡∈ሼ஽,ௐ்ሽ௦೔ೕ	∈	ௌ೔
௜ᇲିଵ
௜ୀଵ
ቍ൪ ∗ ݏ௞ ൌ 0																																							(8) 
∀	݇ ൌ 1	ݐ݋	ܭ	|	 നܷ௞ ൐ 0 
൦ max௔∈஺ೖ|௫ೌ೔ᇲೕᇲ∈௑ೖ
ቌ෍ ෍ ෍ ݍ௜௝௡ݔ௔௜௝	
௡∈ሼ஽,ௐ்ሽ௦೔ೕ	∈	ௌ೔
௜ᇲିଵ
௜ୀଵ
ቍ െ min௔∈஺ೖ|௫ೌ೔ᇲೕᇲ∈௑ೖ
ቌ෍ ෍ ෍ ݍ௜௝௡ ݔ௔௜௝	
௡∈ሼ஽,ௐ்ሽ௦೔ೕ	∈	ௌ೔
௜ᇲିଵ
௜ୀଵ
൅ ݍ௜ᇲ௝ᇲௗ ݔ௔௜ᇲ௝ᇲቍ൪ ∗ ሺ1 െ ݏ௞ሻ ൒ 0						(9) 
∀	݇ ൌ 1	ݐ݋	ܭ	|	 നܷ௞ ൏ 0 
෍ ݔ௔௜௝
௦೔ೕ	∈	ௌ೔
ൌ 1				∀	݅ ൌ 1,… , ܫ	; ∀	ܽ ൌ 1	ݐ݋	ܣ																																																																																																																											(10) 
ݓ݅ݐ݄	ݔ௔௜௝ ∈ ሼ0, 1ሽ;	ݏ௞ ∈ ሼ0,1ሽ																																																																																																																																																					(11) 
Considering the service classes ௜ܵ as well as the respective service objects ݏ௜௝ ∈ ௜ܵ, the optimization model 
determines for all users ܽ ∈ ܣ the decision variables ݔ௔௜௝, ݏ௞ (ݔ௔௜௝ ൌ 1 indicates that service object ݏ௜௝ is 
selected for user ܽ, ݔ௔௜௝ ൌ 0 that it is not; ݏ௞ ൌ 1 indicates that നܷ௞ is realized for user ܽ, ݏ௞ ൌ 0 that it is 
not), to maximize the accumulated utility of the selected service objects as well as the corresponding IUR 
(represented by ෡ܷ௞ and നܷ௞). For each user ܽ ∈ ܣ and for every service class ௜ܵ, exactly one service object 
has to be selected. At the same time, the aggregated NFP of a service composition need to satisfy the given 
global end-to-end constraints ܳ௔௡ for each attribute ݊ (with ݊ ൌ 1 to ܰ) and user ܽ (with ܽ ൌ 1 to ܣ).  
Focusing on the IUR specified by ෡ܷ௞ and നܷ௞: If the product ∏ 	ݔ௔௜௝௫ೌ೔ೕ∈௑ೖ  is 1, the associated ෡ܷ௞ of a mutual 
IUR will be realized and part of the solution. The same holds for നܷ௞ of a simultaneous IUR but only if the 
associated binary auxiliary variable ݏ௞ is 1, too. The distinction between mutual ({1}, {2}) and 
simultaneous ({3}, {4}) IUR is necessary, since the simultaneous IUR – unlike the mutual IUR – have to 
take temporal relations into account. For the mutual usage cases {1} and {2} there is no need for 
additional constraints, since they can be implemented directly in the objective function by multiplication 
of the utility ෡ܷ௞ with the corresponding decision variables ݔ௔௜௝ of the affected service objects.  
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The simultaneous usage cases, however, require particular constraints to incorporate the temporal 
relations and thus allow for a coordination of the participating users. Therefore, each complementary 
simultaneous IUR {3} is considered in equation (8) and each conflicting simultaneous IUR {4} in 
equation (9). Both equations are linked to their associated utilities നܷ௞ in the objective function through 
binary auxiliary variables ݏ௞. Since നܷ௞ for the complementary case {3} is a positive value, the user ܽᇱ who 
specified that IUR wants നܷ௞ to be realized. But a particular നܷ௞ is only intended to be realized if for all 
participating users ܽ ∈ ܣ௞ the corresponding services ݔ௔௜ᇲ௝ᇲ ∈ ܺ௞ are selected and start at the same time. 
This is represented by constraint (8). Since we model all time-dependent NFP (i.e., duration and waiting 
time) as discrete and waiting time as ordinary service classes, this can be determined when solving the 
model by comparing the selected service objects of the different users regarding duration and waiting 
time. The optimization model adjusts the decision variables to meet the constraints and hence enables a 
coordination between the different users. Therefore, it is sufficient to check whether the difference in time 
between the user ܽ ∈ ܣ௞ with the maximum time (duration plus waiting time) spent until that point in 
time and the user ܽ ∈ ܣ௞ with the minimum time spent is equal to 0. If the condition of starting at the 
same time is not already met, it is assessed, whether it is more favorable to renounce the utility നܷ௞ or to 
fulfill the condition for each user by changing a service object prior in the process or by selecting an 
appropriate waiting service object somewhere before. 
Contrary to the complementary case, നܷ௞ for the conflicting case {4} is negative and thus the user wants നܷ௞ 
not to be realized. To avoid the realization of നܷ௞ there must not be a single moment where all affected 
users ܽ ∈ ܣ௞ conduct their particular services ݔ௔௜ᇲ௝ᇲ ∈ ܺ௞ simultaneously. The necessary analysis for this 
purpose is done in (9) by comparing – analogical to (8) – the amount of time of the user ܽ ∈ ܣ௞ with the 
maximum time spent to the user	ܽ ∈ ܣ௞ with the minimum time spent but here, including the duration of 
the service object ݔ௔௜ᇲ௝ᇲ ∈ ܺ௞. If the difference is greater or equal to null, the negative നܷ௞ in the objective 
function can be avoided (for ݏ௞ set to 0). This again implicitly determines whether accepting the negative 
utility നܷ௞, choosing other service objects or accepting waiting times is the optimal option. 
To determine the optimal service objects (i.e., the service compositions) for each user the prescribed 
optimization model has to be solved exactly. To achieve this, integer programming can be used 
(Nemhauser and Wolsey 1988) as we will do in our evaluation, since an exhaustive enumeration is – due 
to the NP-hardness of the problem (Pisinger 1995) – only possible for very small problem instances. But 
in order to use integer programming our non-linear optimization model has to be transformed as usual 
into a linear one at first. Particularly, this refers to our objective function (6) and constraints for the 
simultaneous IUR cases (8) and (9). 
Evaluation 
In this section, we evaluate our approach with respect to correctness, practical applicability, and 
performance. The general evaluation design, and in particular the design for the evaluation of correctness 
and performance, follows evaluation designs of many state-of-the art service selection approaches (cf. e.g., 
Alrifai et al. 2012; Ardagna and Mirandola 2010; Yu et al. 2007; Zeng et al. 2004). In doing so, the 
findings of our performance evaluation can basically be compared to other selection approaches. As our 
approach aims to provide decision support for multi user processes in real-world scenarios, we further 
focused on its practical applicability. We thereby decided to conduct an experiment with graduated 
students (who represent the users) based on both a real-world process and real-world data from 
GooglePlaces and TripAdvisor. In so doing, we are able to illustrate the benefits of our approach in 
comparison to existing service selection approaches in a comprehensive way. 
Correctness 
To analyze the correctness of our approach, we implemented the non-linear optimization model as well as 
the linearized version in Java. The non-linear model was solved by an enumerative approach, whereas for 
solving the linear model, Gurobi6, an integer programming solver, was used. To verify these 
                                                             
6 http://www.gurobi.com/, accessed September 2015 
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implementations and ensure a correct and consistent implementation, a manual analysis of the source 
code was done by other persons than the programmers and we made a series of tests using the JUnit 
Framework, including runs with extreme values, JUnit regression tests, and unit tests. The 
implementation did not show any errors at the end of the test phase. In a further step, we evaluated over 
10,000 randomly generated scenarios (with up to 2,985,984 possible combinations of service objects) on 
the basis of both the non-linear and the linear implementation in order to examine their consistency. As a 
result, the solutions were the same for each assessed scenario and implementation. 
Moreover, we tested whether both models deliver correct results in comparison to Excel calculations. The 
results of 17 artificial scenarios (two service classes á two service objects, each waiting service class á three 
waiting service objects, and three users7) with different IUR provided by the two specified models were 
compared to the results of Excel calculations. The solutions were again the same for each assessed 
scenario and implementation. Thus, we conclude that our non-linear and linear optimization models are 
consistent and seem to work correctly. 
Practical Applicability 
The aim of this evaluation step is to demonstrate the practical applicability of our approach based on our 
real-world example. To do so, we use the following setting:  
Process: We consider a tourism city day trip (cf. Figure 1), which consists of 15 service classes. For each of 
these service classes, we use the information services Google Places and TripAdvisor to determine 
feasible service objects as well as their NFP. Furthermore, service objects with no fixed duration like 
restaurants were defined multiple times each with a different specification for duration. This resulted in 
332 service objects and 89 billion possible service compositions per user.8 
Non-functional properties: We consider costs (C), recommendation value (R), waiting times (WT) and 
duration (D) as NFP of a service object. The values of WT and D are represented by the following discrete 
values ሼ0,15,30,45,60,75,90,105,120,135,150ሽ which seems to be suitable for a day trip – particularly as we 
focus in this paper on the selection of services at planning time instead of runtime.  
Users and IUR: In total we consider five different users who are graduated students. We conducted an 
experiment with those students in order to receive their individual preferences ݓ௔௡ and IUR ݓ௔ூ௎ோ, their 
global end-to-end constraints regarding the NFP and three IUR each, which led to 15 IUR with five cases 
{1}, one case {2}, eight cases {3} and one case {4}8. Only the global end-to-end constraint for D was 
predefined to a maximum of ten hours which seems to be realistic for a day trip. In this context it is not 
reasonable that the calculation of the service objects’ utility aims as usual on minimizing D in an absolute 
manner. Therefore, we apply user-defined target values for each service class, for instance, two hours for 
dinner, and thus the utility calculation is more realistically based upon the interval between the service 
object’s D and that target value. 
Based on these inputs, we apply our approach. The results are illustrated in Table 3. Here, for each user 
the optimal service composition considering IUR is presented. 
                                                             
7 The exact solving of greater problem sizes is not feasible with Excel calculations. 
8 A detailed list of input and output data is left out due to length restrictions. The data can be made available on 
request. 
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Table 3. Optimal Service Compositions by our Multi User Approach  
(In Brackets: Optimal Service Compositions of Section ‘Real-word Example’) 
User Optimal service composition Costs (€) 
Duration 
(min) 
Wait 
Time 
(min) 
Recommendation 
Value Utility 
1 ݏଵ	ସ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵ, ݏ଺	ଽ, ݏ଻	ସ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ଵ଻ (ݏଵ	ସ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵ, ݏ଺	ଽ, ݏ଻	ସ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ଵ଻) 44.00 600 0 33.23 0.8433 
2 ݏଵ	ସ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵସ, ݏ଺ ଶ, ݏ଻	ସ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଺, ݏଵହ	ହ଴ (ݏଵ	ସ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵଷ, ݏ଺ ଶ, ݏ଻	ହ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଺, ݏଵସ	ସ) 34.00 600 0 32.59 0.9086 
3 ݏଵ	ସ, ݏଶ	଻, ݏଷ	ଷ, ݏ଺ ଻, ݏଽ	଺, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵସ	ସ (ݏଵ	ହ, ݏଶ	଻, ݏଷ	ଶ, ݏ଺	଻, ݏ଻	଺, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ଵ଻) 44.00 600 30 33.16 0.6477 
4 ݏଵ	ଶ, ݏଶ	଺, ݏଷ	ଵ, ݏ଺ ଶ, ݏ଻	ସ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ଷ (ݏଵ	ଶ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵ, ݏ଺ ଶ, ݏ଻	ସ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ଷ) 28.50 600 0 29.65 0.9034 
5 ݏଵ	ସ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵଷ, ݏ଺ ଼, ݏଽ	ହ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ସଽ (ݏଵ	ସ, ݏଶ	ଽ, ݏଷ	ଵଷ, ݏ଺ ଼, ݏ଻	ହ, ݏଵଶ	ଶ଻, ݏଵହ	ସଽ) 40.00 600 0 33.02 0.4997 
The contribution of our multi user service selection can be illustrated by analyzing the optimal service 
composition, for instance, of user 3 and compare it to the solution of traditional single user service 
selection without IUR (as illustrated in section ‘Real-world Example’). As shown in Table 3 the optimal 
service composition of user 3 differs in four service objects (ݏଵ	ସ instead of ݏଵ	ହ, ݏଷ	ଷ instead of ݏଷ	ଶ, ݏଽ	଺ 
instead of ݏ଻	଺, ݏଵସ	ସ instead of ݏଵହ	ଵ଻) and additionally, a wait time of 30 minutes is indicated. These facts 
could be directly ascribed to the following complementary simultaneous IUR – specified by the students – 
which is realized in the optimal solution: User 5 requests to visit ‘English Garden’ together with user 3.  
Precisely, this IUR is fulfilled in case users 3 and 5 go to the same attraction ‘English Garden’ of service 
class ‘9) Nature’ – which is true for the optimal service compositions of both users (service objects ݏଽ	଺ 
(user 3) and ݏଽ	ହ (user 5) both represent ‘English Garden’, but with different manifestations of duration). 
This also corresponds to an adaptation of the selected service class for both users: Instead of going to 
‘Asam Church’ (service class ‘7) Culture’) as indicated by the service compositions in the single user 
solution, ‘English Garden’ and hence service class ‘9) Nature’ is selected by our approach – as requested 
by user 5. Additionally, they both arrive at ‘English Garden’ at the same time, which implies that the time 
period elapsed up to that point of the day trip has to be the same. This solution was proposed by our 
optimization model. As a consequence, user 3 has to wait 30 minutes in total for user 5 in order to visit 
‘English Garden’ together with him/her. These 30 minutes equal user 3’s global end-to-end constraint 
regarding waiting time, but the total duration of user 5’s actual service composition until the visit of 
‘English Garden’ is still another 60 minutes higher. Therefore, the solution of our approach proposes user 
3 to take a longer city tour and a longer stay at ‘Die Pinakotheken’ in comparison to the previous solution 
presented in section ‘Real-world Example’. Because of the high value defined by user 5 for this IUR, the 
corresponding utility നܷ௞=0.03 justifies these changes. Furthermore, it compensates the decrease in user 
3’s utility caused by selecting ‘English Garden’ instead of ‘Asam Church’. 
Moreover, another fulfilled IUR is user 2 requests that not all users 1-5 should go to ‘Andechser am Dom’ 
since the negative utility user 2 associates with this IUR is not realized in the optimal solution. On the 
contrary, some other IUR like user 3 requests to dine together with user 2 in ‘Hofbraeuhaus’ are not 
fulfilled because, for instance, some global end-to-end constraints regarding NFP would be violated or the 
associated value by user 3 was not high enough to compensate the utility reduction caused by the 
necessary selection of other service objects. 
As the application of our approach on this real-world example demonstrated, by considering IUR the 
outcome of the service selection could serve as enhanced decision support for its users. This was also 
supported by the students of the experiment when being asked to compare the results of our multi user 
approach to the results of the single user approach presented in section ‘Real-world Example’. They 
pointed out that both considering IURs in general as well as the temporal coordination and the inherent 
suggestions to potentially wait for other users in particular create substantial added value when planning 
a day trip with multiple users. The students, for example, found the option to conduct preceding actions 
longer (e.g. staying longer in a restaurant) for purpose of coordination especially helpful. 
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Performance 
This section provides an evaluation of the performance regarding the computation time of our approach, 
in particular the linear model using Gurobi. The computation time for solving the traditional service 
selection problem (cf. Term 4) depends on the number of service classes, the number of service objects 
per class and the number of NFP (cf. Alrifai et al. 2012). The influence of these variables on computation 
time has intensively been investigated in prior research (cf. Alrifai and Risse 2009; Alrifai et al. 2012; 
Ardagna and Pernici 2007; Canfora et al. 2005). In our analyses, we observed similar results. Indeed, the 
computation time increases in an over-proportional fashion in case one of these variables is increased. In 
the following, we focus on the variables which have been added to address  and  in our approach, i.e., 
the number of waiting service objects per waiting class, the number of users, the number of simultaneous 
IUR and the number of mutual IUR. Our analyses base on the following setting: 
Key Figure: Computation time is measured in seconds [sec]. 
Initial Problem Size: Our performance analysis addresses a larger service selection problem compared to 
evaluating model correctness (cf. above). The problem encompasses 20 service classes (i.e., actions) á 
20 service objects, 20 waiting service classes, 4 NFP (including ܹܶ), 5 users, 5 mutual IUR and 
5 simultaneous IUR as basic setting. Furthermore, each of the 20 waiting service classes consists of 
10 waiting services, where the waiting time is increased from 0 to 90 in steps of 10 time units. 
Data Set: We use an artificial data set, where the values have been generated randomly. 
Scenarios: To evaluate the computation time of our approach, we use four different scenarios, where we 
change one parameter while keeping all other parameters constant (ceteris paribus): 
a) The number of mutual IUR is increased from 0 to 15 in steps of 1 
b) The number of users is increased from 2 to 20 in steps of 1 
c) The number of waiting services per waiting class is increased from 2 to 20 in steps of 1 
d) The number of simultaneous IUR is increased from 0 to 15 in steps of 1 
We simulate each scenario 1,000 times and determine the average computation time. For the initial 
problem size this is on average 0.13 seconds. All evaluations are performed on a desktop PC with an Intel 
Core I7 processor with 3.4 GHz, 16 GB RAM, Win7 64bit, Gurobi 6.0 and Java 1.8. The results are 
summarized in Figure 3.  
Computation time depending on the number of waiting service objects per waiting service class. The 
results show that the computation time increases apparently as the number of waiting service objects is 
increased (cf. Figure 3, Scenario a)). As waiting service objects are characterized by the fact that they 
affect only one single NFP (waiting time), their direct influence on computation time is minor compared 
to regular service objects (cf. traditional service selection). But on the other side, the number of waiting 
service objects determine the “granularity of time” inherent to the specified model and therefore influence 
the runtime complexity as with finer “time granularity” the solution space is increased. For example, for 
20 service objects per waiting service class, the computation time on average is 0.315 sec, which seems 
sufficient when selecting service objects at planning time (instead of runtime). This supports our 
proposed concept of modelling waiting time as service objects and service classes. 
Computation time depending on the number of users. With every additional user our optimization model 
has to consider potentially additional interdependencies caused by IUR – besides the respective variables 
and constraints. Hence, we generally expect an over-proportional increase of computation time in case the 
number of users increases. Indeed, this is actually observed in our simulation experiment (cf. Figure 3, 
Scenario b)). Yet, for 20 users the computation time is on average 1.06 sec., which we argue to be practical 
especially at planning time. 
Computation time depending on the number of simultaneous IUR. For the number of simultaneous IUR, 
our simulation experiment reveals a very similar effect, i.e., an over-proportional increase in computation 
time (cf. Figure 3, Scenario c)). This does not seem surprising, as the number of simultaneous IUR 
directly affects the number of constraints in the optimization model. For 15 simultaneous IUR, the 
computation time, however, is only about 1.08 sec. on average. 
Computation time depending on the number of mutual IUR. The graph for Scenario d) in Figure 3 shows 
that the computation time hardly increases depending on the number of mutual IUR. This may be due to 
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the fact that the definition of mutual IUR has only minor effect on the number of constraints in the 
linearized optimization model that is used for performance evaluation. Indeed, mutual IUR can directly 
be considered within the objective function of the non-linear model. 
  
  
Figure 3. Performance Analysis 
Summing up, we do not aim to present a computation time optimized (heuristically) approach, but rather 
a first approach that is capable of considering user-defined requests. Against this background, the 
computation times seem quite acceptable. However, it still has to be noted that our optimization model is 
NP-hard and generally requires exponential solving time (Nemhauser and Wolsey 1988). 
Conclusion, Limitations, and Further Research 
In this paper, we presented a service selection approach for multiple users that is able to consider 
dependencies between user decisions that originate from user-defined requests (i.e., Inter-User-
Requests). For the participating users, this approach determines the optimal service compositions under 
the consideration that some users may prefer to conduct certain actions together, whereas others may 
rather not encounter each other. Existing multi user service selection approaches do not aim to address 
such a decision support but focus on non-user-defined restrictions. Consequently, they neither consider 
user-defined requests nor provide a concept to coordinate users regarding temporal dependencies. 
Our service selection approach addresses this research gap (cf.  - ). To do so, we first defined and 
modeled four different types of IUR – complementary mutual, conflicting mutual, complementary 
simultaneous, and conflicting simultaneous. We further proposed a concept to enable the consideration of 
simultaneous IUR. As part of that, we modeled waiting service classes before each regular service class 
and introduced the additional NFP waiting time. This approach allows a straightforward integration in 
our optimization model. Based on that, we feel confident that it provides an enhanced decision support 
for multi user service selection problems. This was reinforced by our evaluation. Indeed, we were able to 
demonstrate the correctness of our optimization model as well as the applicability in a real-world 
scenario. Furthermore, our model could be solved in acceptable time for realistic problem sizes. Hence, 
we contribute to the current body of knowledge in multi user service selection by not only extending 
existing approaches, but rather by providing a first approach (cf. ) which considers  and . 
Moreover, the application in the real-world scenario demonstrates that our approach can yield significant 
practical benefit. Indeed, taking relevant IUR into account, the results of the multi user service selection 
approach can provide enhanced decision support for its users. Such IUR are relevant in situations where 
dependencies between the service compositions of the participating users exist. For instance, in our real-
world example of the tourism domain, user 5 requested to visit ‘English Garden’ together with user 3. This 
requires to consider possible waiting times in users’ service compositions to allow for a simultaneous start 
of the corresponding service object (i.e., ‘English Garden’). Indeed, such cases can be observed in our 
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results (cf. section ‘Practical Applicability’). Here, the realization of the IUR led to an improved overall 
utility, while some participating users were confronted with waiting times or a change of the optimal 
service composition as compared to a situation without IUR. In conclusion, the consideration of such 
dependencies by means of IUR constitutes an important step to support processes where several users 
want to achieve their requests in a best possible way. For instance, in the field of emergency situations or 
disaster management, the optimal management of the users/resources available (e.g., fire fighters) is 
crucial to rescue people in need in a best possible way. Here, our approach can provide decision support 
concerning the coordination of fire fighters and their actions. In that sense, it can be more beneficial if 
certain actions (e.g., free persons trapped in a car) are conducted by fire fighters with common 
professional experiences which can be represented by IUR. Another example can be found in the field of 
fleets in forwarding companies. Here, situations exist where it is more valuable if two users (i.e., long 
distance drivers in this context) deliver their goods to the same client at the same time which can be also 
represented by IUR. Here, our approach can provide decision support as it allows for a realization of such 
IUR, precisely, a simultaneous start of a service object for two or more users while taking possible 
dependencies between the users’ service compositions into account. Besides the possibility to consider 
such dependencies by means of IUR, our findings reveal another important practical benefit. Depending 
on the problem size, the number of possible service compositions can get extremely large (cf. section 
‘Evaluation’). In combination with dependencies between the users’ service compositions, this large 
number lead to great complexity when users need to decide which service composition should be used to 
execute a process. Our approach help to deal with this complexity as it determines the optimal service 
composition for each participating user considering his/her personal preferences and IUR. To sum up, we 
feel confident that our approach can serve as a profound decision support in order to support multi user 
processes in SODSS by means of service selection. 
However, our approach is also subject to limitations. First, the application of our approach for the real-
world scenario has shown that its computation time indeed seems practical at planning time instead of 
runtime. But as already noted, situations may exist where our approach goes along with an unacceptable 
computation time, due to the NP-hardness of the service selection problem. However, the goal of our 
study is not to present a runtime-optimized approach or heuristic. It is rather about the question how IUR 
can be considered within multi user service selection in a well-founded way. Nevertheless, future work is 
needed and intended to evaluate how existing heuristic techniques (cf. Alrifai et al. 2012; Li and Yan-
xiang 2012; Yu et al. 2007) can be combined with our idea to consider IUR in multi user service selection. 
Furthermore, we have to recognize that there may be scenarios during runtime, where time (in terms of 
NFP duration and waiting time) needs to be considered on a fine-grained or quasi-continuous level. 
While we focused on planning time and modeled time as discrete, our approach would still be able to 
consider such runtime scenarios by adjusting the factor c accordingly (e.g., to the level of seconds). This, 
however, would increase the size of the selection problem (e.g., number of waiting services) and affect its 
computation time. In this case, time may also be modeled by means of continuous variables. This would 
require only one waiting service per waiting service class while potential waiting times are calculated 
dynamically. Further research has to examine, whether this kind of modelling has advantages regarding 
time complexity. Second, like other single and multi user service selection approaches (cf. Alrifai et al. 
2012; Yu et al. 2007; Zeng et al. 2004), our approach requires certain input data with respect to 
parameterization (i.e., preferences regarding the different QoS attributes, values for the global end-to-end 
constraints, and IUR). Such input data may not always be available or known prior to service selection. To 
deal with this challenge, various estimation methods, historical data, and/or user surveys can be used. For 
instance, a simple estimation of the input data which does not require much effort nor data, can be 
conducted based on the rule of thumb or expert interviews (e.g., users in the tourism domain are usually 
willing to pay up to €80 for a city day trip, which can be used to recommend or determine an upper limit 
for the global end-to-end price). Indeed, using such estimation methods the applicability of the approach 
can be supported. Historical data may for example be applied in case several process realizations of the 
users are available (e.g., user profiles in a mobile application). Based on the respective data, it is for 
example possible to determine the users’ preference values (e.g., to recommend or determine the 
willingness to pay for a city day trip based on previous realizations of similar processes). Finally, another 
possibility to deal with cold-start problems is to query or survey the necessary input data among the 
participating users. We used the latter possibility to determine the required input data for our real-world 
example (cf. section ‘Practical Applicability’). Third, our approach maximizes the accumulated utility of 
all users considering the individual users’ preferences and global end-to-end constraints regarding the 
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NFP. Thus, it has to be noted that for a user the resulting service composition could be inferior in terms of 
utility as compared to the solution of a service selection in a single user context. The reasons can be found 
in the realization of other users’ IUR (cf. user 3 of our real-word example) resulting in a higher overall 
utility. However, to address this issue, an appropriate compensation is needed, which constitutes an 
encouraging starting point for further research. 
Moreover, we see two further promising starting points for future research. First, in our model setup we 
focused on sequential processes. Dealing with multiple user processes, however, it is very likely that users 
either conduct different actions at the same time, which requires for a consideration of a parallel construct 
(cf. Alrifai et al. 2012; Ardagna and Pernici 2007), or need to decide which action to conduct, which 
requires for a pick (cf. Wan et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2007) or conditional construct (cf. Alrifai et al. 2012; Yu 
et al. 2007). In future research, we will work on considering these control flow structures. The use of 
execution routes (cf. e.g., Alrifai et al. 2012; Ardagna and Pernici 2007; Yu et al. 2007; Zeng et al. 2004) is 
a first promising step in this direction. Nevertheless, adaptions have to be made in order to make them 
work properly for multi user service selection. Second, in recent years, emerging mobile technologies 
enabled the capturing and processing of context information (e.g., GPS position) in a convenient way. In 
combination with user-defined requests, context information could be used to further enhance decision 
support. Here, methods of context-aware service selection (cf. e.g., Heinrich and Lewerenz 2015; Tao et al. 
2010; Yu and Reiff-Marganiec 2009) can serve as a sound methodical foundation. Hence, in future 
research we will work on combining multi user service selection with context-aware service selection. 
Overall, our research constitutes a first important step to consider user-defined requests in multi user 
service selection. Beyond that, we hope that it will open doors for further research in this exciting area.  
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